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Day One

Hoodoo to Pete's Pond
On the river at last
Roscoe threads through a boulder garden
Peter and Okie are next
Mark and Malintha test out the rocks
How do they manage such boat control?
In camp at Pete's Pond
Day Two

Pete's Pond
to
ahh,
Somewhere on the River
Eye of the Needle
Roscoe on approach
Okie and Peter are up next
Malintha and Mark begin their run
Does that oar look straight to you?
Next up is Black Rock

At class 4, it is worth scouting
Are they going back up river for a second run of Black Rock?
Day Three

Somewhere to Cherry Creek via Quartzite Falls and Corkscrew
Roscoe drops through the right side of the falls
Mark uses his Saturday Night Fever disco move to run the pre-falls
And then came Corkscrew

Fortunately there are no pictures of my run and flying remount of my capsized boat
The view from the Indian ruins
Day Four

Cherry Creek
to
Coon Creek
Under the old shade tree at Coon Creek
Tired Paddler
Day Five

Coon Creek to the Take Out
The End of a Great Trip